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[KGS\textsuperscript{15}]. Portable [WS16, ZBR12]. Ported [LLO\textsuperscript{+14}]. POWER
[KGS\textsuperscript{+12}, CXG\textsuperscript{+12}, DHL\textsuperscript{+18}, KBM09, KCC\textsuperscript{+14}, KP14, LAL13, MMT09,
SLH\textsuperscript{+10}, UNBR14, WGGR17, ZBC\textsuperscript{+09}, EA11, LW08, KGS\textsuperscript{+12}].
Power-aware [EA11]. Power-Efﬁcient [SLH\textsuperscript{+10}]. POWer-EmulatoR-
[KGS\textsuperscript{+12}]. POWER-MODES [KGS\textsuperscript{+12}]. Practical [OROS\textsuperscript{+19}].
Precision [LGD\textsuperscript{+14}, WL10, Oli12]. Predicting [MOG\textsuperscript{+13}]. Prediction
[HNG09, AHAM\textsuperscript{+19}, HGLS11]. Preemption [RDB\textsuperscript{+18}]. Preserving
[PVA\textsuperscript{+09}, RHLK18]. Pricing [FT17, JTLC09, KLC11]. Primitives
[HLN\textsuperscript{+10}]. Priority [BAG15, KVK\textsuperscript{+11}]. Privacy [RHLK18].
Privacy-Preserving [RHLK18]. Problem [GB11, GPP08]. Problems
[KM10]. Process [DB15, RDB\textsuperscript{+18}, SB08, LKJ\textsuperscript{+11}, SC11]. Processing
[BDX\textsuperscript{+19}, BHB14, IABV15, Kap16, LP15, MVGB15, SDM\textsuperscript{+18}, SSC16,
WAT15, YEC\textsuperscript{+09}, ZBB\textsuperscript{+16}]. Processor [CBFM14, KCC\textsuperscript{+14}, KD19, LA17,
MKW\textsuperscript{+12}, PWP\textsuperscript{+16}, Tak17, WBR16, YEC\textsuperscript{+09}, Tak12]. Processor-logic
[KD19]. Processors
[FLM\textsuperscript{+17}, GFBF12, VTN09, WPSI18, WBR18, IYY\textsuperscript{+11}, LJS11].
Production [UHU09]. Productivity [KGS15]. Proﬁling [EWL15].
Proﬁling-Based [EWL15]. Program [PD15]. Program-Invariant [PD15].
Programmability [GKM\textsuperscript{+12}]. Programmable
[AC14, CAPA\textsuperscript{+09}, DPHT19, GS10, OWMZ11, SCC10]. Programming
Quantized [BPF+18], Quasi-Monte [TB10], Query [ZBB+16], Queue [BA15], Quipu [MO13].


Road [UHU09], robotics [NSS+11], Robust [ABCC09], Robustness [LZF+10, YKBS10], Rotation [ZCL15], Routability [AHAM+19, JCCM09, LRA13, PB18, DW13, EA11], Routability-Driven [LRA13, EA11], Routability-prediction [AHAM+19], Routeda [KG17], Route [LL12], routers [GP13], Routing [CW09, FRS+15, IZO+10, KA17, SB08, WYZ16, GL08, LKJ+11, RD11], RTL [DVH+15], RTR [ZBC+09], Run [DNL19], Run-Time [DNL19], Runtime [EAGEG09, FR5+15, LCS14, NCJ+15, PPR+10, ZBC+09], Safe [BHI15], Samsung [KCC+14], SARFUM [BCE+10], SAT [KM10], SATTA [DGP+15], SCA [HF14], SCA-Resistant [HF14], Scalability [Tak17], Scalable [CPN+09, MBJJ11, OWMZ11, SLH+10, ZBR12], Scalar [TOS17], Scale [CSK17], Scaling [AZM+19, NNY+12, LKJ+11], Scavenger [YFW+17], SCF [ASGY12], Scheduling [BAMR10, CBR+14, HHSC10, HNS+10, OR5+19, WBR18], Scheme [EAAA+19], Schemes [OB13, SV09], Science [UHU09], Scientific [RUC11], SDK [TK16], SDM [LL12], Search [CNZ+18, WTS19, XCG+09, YXC+11], Searching [PEM+09], Secondary [MCC10], Secondary-Structure [MCC10], Section [Bak18, Bec14, BE19, CS17, CPW18, Che11, GC13], Secure [GFBF12, KGT19, MKP09, VMV15], Security [BCE+10, BE19, HLN+10, KGS+12, SJT09, SMOP15], Segmentation [LFA+18], Selection [CNZ+18], Self [AHL+14, AV13, Bec14, BKT+14, BHI15, GGR+18, HC013, LZF+10, NJLW14, OBD13, PMC+14, WSC09, DGP+15], Self-Adaption [BHI15], Self-Adaptive [OBD13], Self-Alignment [BHI15], Self-Aware [BKT+14, NJLW14], Self-Awareness [AHL+14, Bec14], Self-Healing [BHI15], Self-Measurement [WSC09], Self-Monitoring [GGR+18], Self-Reconfigurable [HC013], Self-Reconfiguration [LZF+10], Separable [LP15], Separation [WBC16], Sequence [JL+08], Sequences [PBPLA17], Serial [UCR+19], Set [GB11], SHA [MAK+12], SHA-256 [MAK+12], Shared [MSF16], Shifter [WAT15], Shifting [DSB09], SHMEM [AGY+11], Side [GER19, SG15], Side-Channel [SG15, GER19], Signal [BBH14, DDH+11, SSC16], signatures [LJS11], Significant [LAA+17], Silicon [UHU09, WHQ+08], Simulation [CZ09, MVGB15, RGGW10, TB10], Simulations [CH10, CPN+09, MHS09, SLH+10, SC08], Single [CSK17, LKJ+11], single-driver [LJ+11], Skew [SB08], Sliding [CBFS15, SCS16], Sliding-Window [CBFS15, SSC16], SMP [MSF16], SoC [LBRS16], SoCs [MCD+18, WGGR16], Soft [AB14, AJYH18, CBFM14, DVK15, Kap16, LA17, PD15, TOS17, WPS18, WBR16, WBR18, YEC+09, LJS11], Soft-Error [DVK15, PD15], Soft-Processor [LA17], Software [HHSC10, HH13, SC11], solver [ZBR12], Solving [GFL+15, GPP08, KM10].
Source [DC16, SGNB08]. Space [JCG⁺12, LZF⁺10, LT09, HLL08]. Sparse
[DDB⁺10]. Spatial [SGM09, ZG16]. Special
[Bak18, Bec14, BE19, CS17, CPW18, CWBD09, DH08, DC16, GPP08,
Hüb12, LGD⁺14, VG14, Che11, GC13, AC14]. Special-Purpose
[GPP08, LGD⁺14]. Specialization [DVH⁺15]. Specific
[DDH⁺11, PMKM11, RLM⁺17, WYZ16, LJS11]. Speculation
[CTH16, THK12]. Speed [BS15, HBA⁺15, NW11, ZBC⁺09]. SQL [ZBB⁺16].
Squares [FLM⁺17, PWP⁺16]. SRAM [AL16, LZF⁺10, Ste10].
SRAM-Based [AL16, LZF⁺10, Ste10]. SRCS’12 [Bec14]. SRP [KCC⁺14].
Staged [KVK⁺11]. Standard [KA17]. State [ZG16, GDHG11]. States
[BAMR13]. Static [CW09, LAL13]. Statistical [CXG⁺12, MOG⁺13, SB08].
Storage [DLBM18]. Storage- [DLBM18]. Strategies [MCL⁺13]. Strategy
[KMK⁺10]. Stratix [SMOP15, SMOP15]. Stream [PBPLA17]. Streaming
[DD18, PVB13, RSMK16]. Streams [USY17]. Strongly [ATJZ16].
Structure [LGD⁺14, MCC10]. Structures [DL09]. Study
[BNW⁺10, NSS⁺11]. Super [ABCC09]. Super-Resolution [ABCC09].
Supercomputer [DDB⁺10]. Supercomputing [UH09, AGY⁺11].
SuperDragon [TZWZ15]. Superscalar [WBR18]. Support
[GdLlG⁺14, MSF16, PVB13, PBPLA17]. Supporting [DNLI, SSF⁺13].
Suppression [MHK⁺08]. Survey [GB11, GZY⁺18, PDH11]. Switch
[BMR16]. Switched [AL16, LLI12]. Symbol [BDX⁺19]. Symbol-Only
[BDX⁺19]. Symmetric [GFBF12]. Symmetries [ZWM19]. Symposium
[DH08]. Synchronous [GKM⁺12, PVB13]. Synergies [MCD⁺18].
Synthesis [BAMR10, BAMR13, BPCC09, DD18, GdLlG⁺14, HLC⁺15,
KMK⁺19, RBR16, WBC16, PANBI11]. Synthesis-Generated [HLC⁺15].
Synthesizable [KA17, WHQ⁺08]. System [CPN⁺09, GSJC13, GS10,
IBH⁺15, JM14, LGW⁺14, MSF16, TWZV15, WBR16, ZBR12].
System-Level [GSJC13]. System-on-Chip [GS10]. SystemC
[HLL08]. SystemC-based [HLL08]. Systems [ASGY12, Bec14, KBT14, BHI15,
CNE⁺15, CH10, GMBCL17, GdLlG⁺14, HSSC10, HLN⁺10, INF⁺14, Kap16,
KMK⁺19, KBT09, MH15, MCN12, NBS13, NJLW14, PMC⁺14, PVB⁺09,
RGGW10, SFT10, V14, ZQ19, ZNA⁺18, HGLS11, HH13, PDH11, ZH12].
Systems-on-Chip [GdLlG⁺14, VG14]. Systolic [ZCL16].

Table [IBV15, Tho15]. Table-Hadamard [Tho15]. Targetable [KA17].
Targeting [DDH⁺11, TL08]. TAS [ZBC⁺09]. TAS-MRAM-Based
[ZBC⁺09]. Task [ASGY12, CTH16, HNS⁺10, PVB13]. Tasks-
[PVB13]. Task-Level [ASGY12]. Tasks [HHSC10]. TDF [DGP⁺15]. TDM
[LL12]. TDM-Based [LL12]. Techniques [AKA09, KBT09, MKP09, OVI⁺12].
Technology [AC14, JCCM09, LZ19, PWP⁺16, KVK⁺11]. Telescope
[PEM⁺09]. Temperature [DGP⁺15, DB15]. Temperature-Based
[DGP⁺15]. Tenant [KGT19]. Ternary [PBBP18, TKH⁺19]. Test
[HNG09, IYY⁺11]. Testing [AZM⁺19]. Thermal [KP14]. Throughput
15


Years [LAA+17]. Yield [SC08].

Zynq [KD19, MCD+18].
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